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History – Long, long ago to Present



Agenda
● Evolution of the Flute

● Excerpts from different musical eras

● Demo/ Questions?



What is a Flute?
- Flute is the one of the oldest musical instruments
- Regarded as the first ever wind instrument
- But also has several other names:

= English flute

= French flûte

= Italian flauto

= German Flöte

= Spanish flauta



How to play Flute?
- Blow air through a hollow tube with drilled finger holes
- vary the placement of fingers on the finger holes to change pitch



Long, long ago…
- Earliest flutes barely more 

than one-note whistles

- Artefacts found dating to 

the Stone Age (2.5 million 

years ago, to the end of 

the last Ice Age, about 

9,600 BCE)



Ancient Cultures…
- long flute playing tradition 

in the Orient

- Sumerians and Egyptians 

were one of the first to 

add 3 to 6 finger-holes to 

their bamboo flutes

- produce several notes



Trying to play an Egyptian Ney 

Ancient Instrument



Erik, 
the flute 
maker

Attempt at 
Egyptian 
Ney



How to Play the Egyptian Ney



Medieval (c.1150 - c.1400)
- The transverse flute of the 

Middle Ages reached 

Europe from the East

- made of a single piece of 

wood and had 6 finger-

holes

- used in military contexts 

and was even played at 

court



Renaissance (c.1400 - c.1600)
- flute consort became an established part of musical practice.

- most common flute was in D with 2 octaves + range depending on skill level

- Often made of one piece of wood

- Tone: Somewhat vocal sound, flexible and agile in the high notes

- Blends well



Renaissance Flute Consort



Renaissance Broken Consort



Baroque (c.1600 - c.1750)
- Baroque flute had 6 hole plus one extra hole with key trigger

- Made of 3 to 4 sections of wood/ivory

- First major changes in Western flute design by French Hotteterre family

- Tone: Responsive lower range with a round and resonant sound. High 

notes can be pure but colorful.



J.S. Bach: Partita 
in A Minor for 
flute, Allemande



ACTION ITEM!
Video observations:

Which flute did you enjoy the best so far?

What are you still curious about?



Classical (c.1750 - c.1830)
- instrument makers in London added three more keys
- Reintroduction of the C foot joint
- Modern day flute developments introduced by Theobald Boehm of 

Munich in early 1830s
- Similar to what we see today (made from wood or metal)



Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
● First flutes made of metal or silver
● Different name for ”new” flutes:

● western, modern, transversal, silver, classical, concert

● Boehm continued to improve flutes throughout 
his life (1794 – 1881)

● Wood à metal
● Changed look of keys!



20th Century (c.1920 - Present)
- Post-Boehm flutes = modern flute
- Better quality silver
- 3 octave range
- Improve sounds and tones of the instrument 
- Alexander Murray and his colleagues tried to fix the C# key
- Last key to be added was the G# key
- Lots of recordings made



Types of flutes
● Piccolo (1 octave above)
● Treble flute (G above)
● Concert Flute*
● Alto Flute (G below)
● Bass Flute (1 octave below)
● Contra-Alto Flute (octave and 4th below, G)
● Contrabass flute (C2, same as cello)
● Sub Contrabass flute (G below contrabass)
● Double Contrabass (C1)





20th Century (c.1920 - Present)
● Usually 4 flute players

● One of which Piccolo is specialty



Outside of the Classical Realm...
The flute rarely used in early jazz

But…since 1950s, jazz and rock bands feature flautist

Ian Anderson, Jethro Tull Rock band
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsL2I_Fwor8

Count Basie – Jada
2’50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsL2I_Fwor8


1. Head joint

2. Crown/End Pin

3. Embouchure hole

Sketch the instrument

4. Lip Plate

5. Tenon/Barrel

6. Body

7. Foot joint

8. Finger keys

9. Rod system




